HEALTHCARE PROGRAM & PHARMACEUTICAL DONATIONS

Bridging the gap between aid and sustainability
Brother’s Brother Foundation helps bridge the gap between aid and sustainability by supporting localized programs and providing essential resources in the areas of Healthcare, Infrastructure, Disaster Response, and Education.

HEALTHCARE

BBF’s Healthcare Program consists of receiving donated pharmaceuticals, medical equipment, and supplies. We work closely with partners worldwide and donate requested items by ocean going containers, air-shipments, and as hand-carried medications by volunteer medical teams.

PHARMACEUTICAL DONATIONS

BBF receives donations from pharmaceutical manufacturers, wholesalers, and suppliers, and provides these medications to recipient hospitals, health systems, clinics, and health centers in Latin America, the Caribbean, Sub-Saharan Africa, and Asia.

In 2022, BBF distributed over 886 million doses of medicine, along with equipment and supplies to recipient partners in 26 countries. To our pharma partners, BBF offers:

SECURITY: A government licensed facility in Pittsburgh that is regularly audited by donors. Donated product goes exclusively to those in need and will not reenter your stream of returns.

DSCSA COMPLIANCE: We track inventory for reporting purposes and participate in product recalls.

TAX BENEFIT: As a registered 501(c)(3) non-profit, donations to BBF are tax deductible to the extent allowable by law.

COST SAVINGS: By allowing pharma partners to utilize limited shelf-life product that may otherwise have to be destroyed.

RESPONSIVENESS: A commitment to providing quick responses to inquiries or offers made by our donors.

For more information or to tour our facility, please contact: Liam Carstens, Vice President of Programs LCarstens@BrothersBrother.org or 412-237-2325